
Minutes of the Meeting of the IWU General
Faculty

Illinois Wesleyan University

December 7, 2015

1. Call To Order

President Jensen called the meeting to order at 4:05.

2. Approval of theMinutes of the Last Meeting

A motion to approve the the minutes of the November 7 meeting was heard and seconded.
The minutes were approved.

3. Curriculum Council Consent Agenda

CC’s consent agenda (with no addendum) passed by common consent.

4. Committee Reports

a. Council on University Programs and Policy

Prof. Weis presented the committee’s written report, and noted that the Council was still
deliberating about applications for Visiting Professor positions for the upcoming academic
year. Discussion of several matters ensued.

Campus Safety

In response to increasing constituent concerns about campus shootings, CUPP re-
circulated among the materials for today’s meeting a safety newsletter the Safety
Committee issued over a year ago, which includes a section on campus shootings. CUPP
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encourages faculty to bring forward their campus safety concerns to the Safety Committee,
which is headed by Jim Bloomberg, Chuck Adams, and Dean Carney-Hall.

Constitutional Amendment

CUPP brought forward a proposed constitutional amendment addressing CUPP repre-
sentation for Interdisciplinary Programs (IPs) and their faculty members. This has been an
issue for over a decade, and it has taken on new urgency now that there are two faculty
members who have appointments exclusively in an IP. Because they are not members of
any other academic units, the present structure of the Council prevents those faculty from
voting for or serving as representatives to CUPP. CUPP considered several proposals for
implementing CUPP representation for IPs, narrowed the list down to two, and ultimately
selected the current proposal to submit to faculty as a proposed constitutional amendment.
In essence, the proposed amendment would add IPs as a new seat on CUPP. Should fac-
ulty reject the present proposal, CUPP would then bring forward its second choice as an
alternative in the near future.
Without taking a stand on the issue, Prof. Chapman noted that some faculty might object
to the proposed constitutional amendment on the grounds that it would make IP faculty
who already have CUPP representation through their home unit multiply represented on
CUPP. That is, those faculty members would be allowed to vote in one CUPP election
based on their membership in an academic unit already represented on CUPP, and they
would then be allowed to vote again in a second election in virtue of their membership in
an IP. Thus, such a faculty member would in effect have multiple representatives serving
on CUPP. In order to enrich the debate and give faculty an opportunity to assess various
options against one another, Chapman asked that CUPP present its “runner up” proposal
to the faculty and say why the Council thought their first choice proposal was superior.
(Prof. Theune later repeated this call.) CUPP’s “runner up” proposal would have allow
members of IPs who would otherwise lack CUPP representation to choose a CUPP divi-
sion in which to run or vote. Prof. deHarak contended that while opinions within CUPP
differed about which proposal was superior, it made little sense to bring forward the pro-
posal that that CUPP as a body had ranked second rather than the one they had ranked the
highest. Pres. Jensen asked whether Prof. deHarak was expressing his own view or the view
of CUPP as a whole. Prof. Jahiel expressed alarm that the present proceedings—which held
out hope that IPs would for the first time receive CUPP representation—now seemed to
risk of being sidetracked by and foundering upon a procedural question and dissent within
CUPP over the two proposals. Prof.Weis assured her that CUPP took this matter seriously,
and that it had agreed to stand behind the proposal passed by a majority of its members.
Prof. Kunce asked for clarification about what sort of multiple voting was at issue: (i) fac-
ulty members voting for CUPP representatives in division-wide elections or (ii) voting by
CUPP members within CUPP proceedings. Answer: (i). Profs. Kunce and Tiede urged
that the the sentence from the proposed amendment that read

Voting as part of an Interdisciplinary Program does not preclude a facultymem-
ber from voting in another educational unit in which they are housed.
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should be rewritten to avoid any ambiguity between (i) and (ii).
Prof. Brennan shared this concern about ambiguity, and added that the multiple represen-
tation issue was not unique to IPs; there are a few faculty who are already housed in multiple
units that straddle different CUPP divisions. In order to address both of these points, he
made a motion to amend that sentence of CUPP’s proposed constitutional amendment to
read as follows:

Faculty members housed inmore than one educational unit may vote for CUPP
representatives for all of the units in which they are housed.

Prof. Tiede seconded this amendment. Discussion of the proposed amendment ensued.

Prof. R. Schultz asked how this amendment would handle the case of a faculty
member who had appointments in two departments from different CUPP di-
visions as well as an IP. Would such a faculty member be eligible to vote or run
in three separate elections for CUPP representatives? Answer: Yes.

Prof. Theune asked whether representation for IPs would remain intact if
Prof. Brennan’s amendment were accepted. Answer: Yes. The preceding
sentence would still add “Interdisciplinary Programs” to the list of units
represented on CUPP, between Social Sciences and Library Faculty.

Prof. Brennan’s motion to amend came to a vote. Themotion passed.

Discussion of the main motion, as amended, resumed.
Prof. Chapman reiterated that he didn’t understand CUPP’s rationale for presenting its
proposals serially rather than in tandem. His concern was that faculty might reject the first
proposal—even if a majority thought it superior to the status quo—in the hopes that the
second proposal would be better. But then if the second proposal were to turn out to be
dispreferred to the first proposal and to the status quo, then the body would naturally vote
the second proposal down and thereby have lost its opportunity to choose the first proposal.
Prof. Tiede, qua parliamentarian, suggested a workaround that might permit a side-by-side
comparison of the two proposals. If a faculty member were to offer CUPP’s “runner-up”
proposal as an amendment by substitution, that would permit a comparative debate between
those proposals. The approval of such an amendment would replace CUPP’s first choice
with its second choice as the motion before the faculty; its failure would leave its first
choice in place as the motion before the faculty. Pres. Jensen wondered how pursuing that
course would affect the required 30 day advance notice before a vote on a constitutional
amendment; Prof. Tiede answered that so long as faculty selected either one or the other
of the proposals as its preferred constitutional amendment, the 30 day notice requirement
will have been satisfied by the next Faculty Meeting on January 11. If substantial changes
were made to the constitutional amendment at the January 11 meeting, that would then
void the 30 day notice and require another 30 days notice for the proposed amendment as
altered at that meeting.
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Prof. Weis remarked that this present discussion manifested precisely the sort of cumber-
some complication that CUPP had hoped to avoid in presenting to faculty only the option
preferred by its majority.
Pres. N. Kerr asked for, and received, reassurances that the effect of CUPP’s proposed
amendment would be to allow multiple representation in the sense of (i) above rather than
(ii): that is, no representative serving on CUPP would have two votes within the Council
in virtue of their being housed in two distinct units.
Prof. Gearhart observed that the present, at-large system of representation doesn’t allo-
cate representatives uniformly by academic area; currently, for instance, since both of the
representatives to the Board of Trustees are from Humanities, there are three faculty mem-
bers from that division now serving on CUPP. She urged faculty not to worry about the
multiple-representation issue and to trust their colleagues serving on CUPP to address
University issues from an impartial perspective.
In order to see the top two CUPP proposals side-by-side, Prof. Theune made a motion to
amend by substitution, putting CUPP’s second choice forward as a proposed amendment
faculty could vote in to replace CUPP’s first choice. President Jensen asked whether he
had concrete language to propose as a substitute; Prof. Brennan replied that the text was
available in CUPP minutes that had been disseminated earlier that afternoon. Prof. Sultan
accessed that message and read out the description of the “runner up” amendment from
those minutes:

Each Interdisciplinary Program member will choose which already existing di-
vision to be part of for the purposes of voting for a CUPP representative.

Prof. Tiede then argued that in order to have the effect of an amendment by substitution,
the motion would presumably strike from CUPP’s proposed amendment the phrase “Inter-
disciplinary Programs” from the list of “educational units” receiving a CUPP representative,
and the aforementioned sentence would be substituted in for the amended version of the
second sentence of CUPP’s original proposal. Prof. deHarak suggested that instead of the
sentence that Prof. Sultan had read out of the CUPP minutes, the motion to amend should
include the following in its place:

Note that faculty members who are not formally a part of a department may
choose an educational unit to be a part of for the purposes of this paragraph.

Prof. Tiede suggested that “department” in Prof. deHarak’s formulation ought to be re-
placed by “educational unit,” since the purpose would be to provide representation to fac-
ulty members who aren’t included in the units already marked out as having CUPP repre-
sentation earlier in that paragraph of the constitution. Prof. deHarak replied that the two
phrasings were equivalent, but he accepted Prof. Tiede’s proposal. Prof. Theune, who had
instigated the motion, accepted this formulation, and motion to amend by substitution was
made, with Prof. Tiede seconding.
Thus, the proposed constitutional amendment coming forward from CUPP, as amended
earlier in the meeting, would read (with proposed changes in bold):
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For the purpose of electing representatives to the Council on University Pro-
grams and Policy educational units shall be constituted as follows: The Schools
of Art,TheatreArts, andMusic; the School ofNursing and the Physical Educa-
tionDepartment; theDivision of Business andEconomics; theDivision ofHu-
manities; the Division of Natural Sciences; the Division of Social Sciences; the
Interdisciplinary Programs; and the Library Faculty. Facultymembers housed
in more than one educational unit may vote for CUPP representatives for all
of the units in which they are housed.

However, if the motion to amend by substitution as initially proposed were to pass, then
the proposed constitutional amendment would read (with changes in bold):

…the Division of Social Sciences; and the Library Faculty. Each Interdisci-
plinary Programmember will choose which already existing division to be part
of for the purposes of voting for a CUPP representative.

Prof. Munro objected that the proposed substitution would in effect perpetuate the disen-
franchisement of IPs on CUPP as educational units. Even though all of IP faculty would
thereby have CUPP representation of one form or the other, IPs themselves would have no
representative charged with representing their distinctive interests on CUPP. He also sug-
gested that if concerns about multiple-representation were paramount to faculty members,
they ought to allow every faculty member to vote in at most one CUPP election: either for
a representative of their own academic unit or for an at-large representative to the Board
of Trustees.
Prof. Roesner suggested that the last sentence of the proposed amendment by substitution
be changed to read as follows:

Note that faculty members who are not formally part of an above-mentioned
educational unit may choose a CUPP election in which to run/vote.

This revision, she said, would have the advantage of making it clear that IP faculty members
who are not housed in a department that is part of a represented academic unit would
not thereby be choosing to become members of that unit for any purpose beyond CUPP
representation. The amendment to the motion to amend by substitution was seconded, and
discussion of it ensued.

Prof. Jeter asked faculty members covered by this provision would be allowed to
choose in which CUPP election to participate on a year-by-year basis, switch-
ing between academic units for reasons of political expediency. President Jensen
replied that he hoped and expected that IWU’s system of representation was
not one in which such maneuvers would yield much advantage.

Prof. Lutze rose to speak against the amendment by substitution, but Presi-
dent Jensen replied that discussion must focus on Prof. Roesner’s clarificatory
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amendment, which had been moved and seconded. Prof. Lutze said that he
thought that Prof. Roesner’s amendment had been a friendly one; President
Jensen replied, much to the Parliamentarian’s delight, that there was no such
thing as a friendly amendment. Once a motion has been made and seconded,
any motion to amend must also be formally made and seconded and approved
in order to take effect, and discussion of that amendment takes precedence over
discussion of the original motion.

After conferring in an informal sidebar with some members of CUPP,
Prof. Weis announced that the Council wished to pull its proposed amend-
ment from further consideration. Pres. Jensen replied that the motion was no
longer CUPP’s to pull. Having been brought to the faculty from committee,
the motion now belonged to the body, and several other motions already being
heard and seconded had precedence over a competing motion to withdraw the
original motion.

The amendment to the proposed amendment by substitution came to a vote,
and the amendment passed.

Discussion returned to the (amended)motion to amend by substitutionCUPP’s (amended)
motion to amend the constitution. Yes, that’s right: the (amended) motion to amend by sub-
stitution CUPP’s (amended) motion to amend the constitution.
Prof. A. Schultz reiterated Prof. Munro’s observation that the proposed substitution ad-
dressed only one of the two concerns about representation of IPs on CUPP. It addressed
only the concern about CUPP representation for faculty members housed exclusively in an
IP; it failed to address the distinctive interests of IPs themselves.
Prof. Chapman contended that both proposals had advantages and disadvantages that fac-
ulty ought to weigh against one another. The original proposal had the disadvantage of
permitting multiple representation for some faculty members but not for others. The sec-
ond proposal had the disadvantage that Profs. Schultz and Monro had pointed out. Each
proposal had the comparative advantage of avoiding the other’s disadvantage. The status
quo, by comparison, avoids multiple representation at the cost of failing to address either
of the IP representation problems altogether. He urged faculty to take the time to delib-
erate about these three options and to try to reach the best solution, even if that required
waiting another 30 days. Prof. Chapman urged faculty to refer the proposed amendment
back to CUPP and have them bring forth both options at the following faculty meeting.
Prof. A. Schultz suggested that a third proposal that would avoid the multiple representa-
tion problem while still allowing IPs and currently disenfranchised faculty members to be
represented on CUPP. CUPP might institute representation for IPs on CUPP (as in the
original proposed amendment) but then require faculty who are housed in several different
academic units with distinct CUPP elections to choose a single CUPP election in which to
vote. Prof. Weis expressed some doubts about that alternative, but welcomed Prof. Chap-
man’s suggestion to refer the entire matter back to CUPP. Prof. Tiede made such a mo-
tion, which was seconded and passed. Thus, the proposed constitutional amendment was
referred back to CUPP.
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Visiting Line Recommendations and De Facto Tenure

Prof. Tiede inquired about the remark from the minutes of the November 9 CUPP meet-
ing in which a CUPP member asked whether during its deliberations about the allocation
of visiting lines the Council should be aware of whether granting that tenure line would
convert a long-term visiting position to a de facto tenured position. Prof. Tiede pointed
out that that CUPP has an advisory role only with respect to the question whether a unit’s
visiting line proposal is approved or rejected; CUPP has no role in deciding whom the unit
will hire. Thus, the question of de facto tenure should not play a role in CUPP’s recom-
mendations about the allocation of visiting positions.
Prof. R. Schultz inquired to whom the question of long-time visitors should fall, if not
CUPP? Answer: decisions about whom to hire to fill a position rest with the hiring unit
and, ultimately, the Provost. Prof. R. Schultz then asked who would be in charge of en-
suring that academic units who receive such hires lived up to the promises that they have
made regarding the curricular burdens those units would bear if granted the position. He
noted that when during his own 3 year stint on CUPP, many departments had given such
assurances and some had not followed through once the line had been granted. Prof. Tiede
suggested that Prof. R. Schultz seemed to have in mind the mid-2000s issue of granting
tenure lines to units who had long been relying on visitors to meet their curricular needs.
The point Prof. Tiede had raised was about the different issue (initially raised in PAT min-
utes) of an individual visitor receiving de facto tenure under AAUP guidelines based on a
term of service longer than the University’s usual probationary period for tenure-line fac-
ulty.

b. Curriculum Council

Prof. Sultan presented the committee’s written report. There were no questions or com-
ments.

c. Gen Ed Task Force

Prof. A. Schultz reported that, as usual, the Task Force’s minutes and documents are posted
to their website. There will be a Faculty Forum on January 13, 2016 at 4 p.m. in Beckman
Auditorium, Ames Library. The Task Force will aim to use that time to discuss a list of
proposed learning outcomes for the Gen Ed program and (time permitting) to discuss
some of the Gen Ed models they have been studying.

d. Promotion and Tenure Committee

Prof. Nillas presented a written report on behalf of the committee. There were no questions
or comments.
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e. Faculty Development Committee

Prof. Kunce presented FDC’s written report. She reminded faculty that Instructional De-
velopment grant applications would be due on Dec. 21; the Mellon Center will remain
open up to (and beyond) that deadline.

f. Assessment Committee

Prof. Erlewine presented the committee’s written report, and noted that units’ Yearly Ac-
tion Plans (YeAPs) will be due in early January. He suggested that working on these over
the winter break might be a source of holiday joy for units’ assessment liaisons.

g. Council for Excellence in Teaching and Learning (CETAL)

Prof. Ferradans presented CETAL’s written report. Questions were solicited; none were
forthcoming.

h. Advising and Summer Reading Committee Report

Prof. Marvin presented the committee’s written report and reminded faculty of its context.
The Strategic Curricular Plan faculty approved last academic year called for a reexamina-
tion of advising; Student Senate passed a resolution in 2013 requesting that faculty review
advising, asking in particular that faculty consider shifting First-Year Advising (FYA) into
students’ declared majors. The committee came to faculty in the Spring with some pro-
posals for revising the FYA program; the faculty had urged the committee to come back
in December, when the present report would be finished. And the report is now finished.
And so they have returned.
The current report includes 11 recommendations, including a proposal (Recommenda-
tion 11, on page 13) that would shift FYA into students’ declared majors. The committee
brought these recommendations to faculty for their feedback and, they hoped, for vote of
endorsement. It is not entirely clear which (if any) of these proposals would require ap-
proval of the faculty as a whole; the committee was bringing them to the full body for the
sake of transparency and discussion. Prof. Marvin noted that he had heard from faculty
who suggested that the recommendations be divided and voted upon separately. He had
also heard concerns about the role of an appointive committee of faculty, staff, and students
in changing policies that would have a substantial effect on faculty responsibilities. How-
ever, he reassured faculty that the committee understood that they were not empowered to
change the Faculty Handbook; it was clear that some of the proposals would have to be
referred to the relevant committees (e.g., CUPP, PAT) under whose charges these policies
would fall.
In discussion, Prof. O’Gorman expressed appreciation for the committee’s hard work.
However, she noted that the report was lengthy—clocking in at 109 pages including
appendices—and it had been provided to faculty only four days before the meeting. Now
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that faculty have the full document, it would be good if they had time to study it before
deciding whether to endorse it. Would it be possible, she asked, to defer the conversation
to the next faculty meeting? Prof. Sultan concurred, asking for more time and perhaps
a forum or non-org on the report and its recommendations in order to discuss their
implications with respect to funding, staffing, etc. Prof. Marvin replied that the committee
hoped that the new FYA program would be in place for the upcoming 2016-17 academic
year. For that to happen, its approval and implementation would have to happen quite
soon. He allowed that an endorsement at the January 11 meeting might not be too late,
but any later than that would make a change for the upcoming year infeasible. He also
expressed an interest in holding a non-org to promote faculty discussion of the proposals.
Prof. Chapman voiced his support for the general idea of moving FYA back into major
departments; his experiences as a major advisor and chair suggested that this would help
to avoid advising mishaps. However, he called faculty attention to some consequences of
the other recommendations, especially for departments with 13 or more incoming students,
where FYA would be expected to be handled within the department. Chapman conjectured
that the proposal would (slightly) decrease increase the amount of work required for a FY
Advisor, (slightly) increase the number of “hoops” a FY advisor has to jump through, and
(slightly) decrease the pay for serving. (Prof. Marvin later noted that the compensation,
on a per student basis, would be at roughly the same rate: the maximum stipend (for 12
students) would be 12 × $75 = $900, compared to the flat rate of $1000 for advising a
group of 12–16 FYs under the current plan.) Prof. Chapman asked what the committee
would do if these changes diminished the attractiveness of FY advising so that the number
of required slots could not be filled. Prof. Marvin answered that this would not be new
problem; it is already a yearly struggle to find enough FY advisors to staff the program.
Prof. Ponce conjectured that the proposal would worsen difficulties with staffing the FYA
program. If FYA were to be based within the major, the Director of Advising would be
drawing on a smaller pool of candidates since the search would primarily take place within
the department. Prof. Marvin reminded faculty that under the new proposal FY advisors
for a major program could still be drawn from faculty in other academic units—ones who
had been specifically trained for advising within that major. He (and later, Dean Duke)
conjectured that the proposed changes would ease staffing problems, because it would be
easier to recruit volunteers outside of a unit to advise FYs within that single department,
since potential advisors would no longer be daunted at the prospect of mastering the cur-
ricula of every major program on campus. Prof. Montpetit noted that she fell into this
category of those more likely to participate in the new program for this reason. Prof. Ponce
hypothesized that most faculty who decline to serve as FY Advisors do so not because of
fears about their competence but because of the heavy workload. Prof. Marvin countered
that under the new program, the number of advisors per student would be lower, which
would mitigate that factor.
Dean Duke contended that the new proposal would ease staffing problems because it would
require many fewer volunteers to serve in the FYA programs; Director of Advising Shipley
would have a much easier time filling the shorter list of extra-departmental FYA volunteers.
Prof. deHarak suggested that the total number of FY Advisors needed to staff the program
would increase under the proposal, since incoming students with a double major would be
assigned a FY Advisor for each major. Prof. Marvin agreed that the total number of FY
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advisors participating in the program (including those advising within their own majors)
would have to increase under the proposal, but the average number of FY students per
advisor would be reduced.
Prof. Tiede spoke against Recommendation 2c, which would establish a new system for
providing student feedback about their experiences with particular advisors. He reminded
faculty that an established set of stages through which student complaints about faculty
members are to be lodged with the University: first to faculty member, then to chair; the
director of advising does not occupy a place in this personnel chain. (Later, Prof. Young
endorsed this objection.)
Prof. Tiede also spoke against Recommendation 4, which calls for further language in
Faculty Handbook specifying faculty responsibilities as advisors. Chapter V.c. is quite clear
and specific about faculty responsibilities with respect to advising; the committee’s report
had not explained why those parts of the are deficient or what further language might be
needed. What more should be specified? Prof. Marvin said that the proposed change would
move material from V.c. into to the criteria for Promotion and Tenure. Prof. deHarak asked
whether the point of this change would be (i) merely to emphasize that a faculty member’s
advising contributions could count as a positive credential for Promotion and Tenure or (ii)
whether the point was to establish an expectation that any faculty member coming before
PAT will have served as an advisor? For instance, would advising now serve in effect as a
fourth criterion for Promotion and Tenure, alongside teaching, scholarship, and service?
Prof. Marvin’s answer: (i). Advising would contribute to a candidate’s case by supporting
one of the three existing criteria—perhaps teaching. Prof. Young asked that this point be
made very clear in the language of Recommendation 4.
Prof. Theune announced that he planned to move to divide the question so that separate
recommendations from the report would be confronted individually. He marked Recom-
mendation 6 as one that could prove especially onerous for faculty.
Prof. Lutze noted that the report’s data on page 9 concerning student satisfaction with
advising grouped the students who were neutral about their advising experiences together
with those who were dissatisfied or very dissatisfied. Why had the committee framed the
data that way, which seems to inflate the numbers bymarking neutrality as a negative, rather
than comparing those who were (very) satisfied with those who were (very) dissatisfied?
How would the data look if the “neutrals” were moved out of that grouping? Prof. Marvin
replied that he did not have that breakdown immediately available, but that the University
aspires to provide its students a better-than-neutral advising experience. Later, Dean Duke
argued that IWU students, who could soon expect to be paying $60k/year in tuition and
fees, are entitled to expect an advising program that is satisfactory or very satisfactory to
more than one third of their ranks; she feared that failure to improve student satisfaction
in this area would negatively affect student recruitment.
Prof. Criley pointed out that the data to which Lutze referred showed that the percent-
age of first year students who were satisfied or very satisfied with their first-year advising
(with respect to guidance toward meeting graduation requirements) was higher (73%) than
the percentage of seniors (62%) who were satisfied or very satisfied with their departmen-
tal advising (in the same respect). This evidence seemed to count against the proposal to
shift FYA within the major. Prof. Marvin conceded the point, but remarked that com-
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paring senior and first-year student advising attitudes about graduation requirements was
comparing apples and oranges. Prof. Criley replied that these were apples and oranges of
the committee’s own choosing: The committee was recommending a switch to an alternate
model when the best evidence they could muster seemed to tell against the switch.
Prof. Matthews spoke in favor of maintaining a general approach to FYA rather than a
major-centric one. FY students are in effect majoring in General Education, he said. He
added that it would be a mistake to rely solely on surveys of currently enrolled students;
it would be better to check with recent graduates who have had some time to reflect on
their experiences in toto. Prof. Bollivar countered that it was important for faculty to con-
sider the plight of currently enrolled students whose poor FYA experiences might dash
their plans (e.g., premedical students who had been advised that they did not need to take
General Chemistry in the first year). Prof. Matthews replied that he, too, dealt with the
consequences of advising mistakes in language placement and General Education.
Prof. deHarak voiced appreciation for the committee’s evident efforts to avoid an increase
in workload without an increase in pay. However, he thought that those efforts had largely
been unsuccessful; in general, FYA under the new structure would be a worse deal for fac-
ulty than under the current structure. For instance, if a unit distributed its FY students
widely among its faculty, all of those faculty would need not only to participate in advis-
ing sessions with students during the year but also to show up for training and sessions
in the week before Fall classes begin. Prof. Marvin answered that the committee’s ambi-
tion had in part been to foster a “culture of advising,” in which a wider range of faculty
were involved in advising efforts. If that diminished the hourly compensation for advisors,
that might be the price that must be paid to bring about that culture. Prof. Vicary—also
a member of the committee—argued that the program need not have that effect. She re-
minded faculty that the proposal would not necessarily increase the advising burden on
all members of a department. Units in the situations deHarak described would decide for
themselves how to distribute FYA responsibilities; they might decide that only one of its
faculty members would serve as its FY advisor to all of its incoming majors and take on
all of the incoming first years and show up for the orientation sessions and other work
deHarak described. Prof. Anderson expressed extreme dismay at negative faculty attitudes
about attending orientation and advising events outside of the regular semester. She noted
that faculty contractual responsibilities start on August 1, and she insisted that reluctant
faculty should “suck it up.”
Prof. Marvin asked whether the faculty would be willing to hold a vote at the present
meeting on Recommendation 11 (putting FYA back into major departments) even if they
would prefer deferring the remainder of the recommendations until the January 11 meet-
ing. Prof. O’Gorman answered that the recommendations seemed to her to be integrated
and interdependent in ways that required them to be considered as a package. She reminded
Prof. Marvin that he had earlier said that a decision at the January meeting would be early
enough. She exercised her personal privilege to defer a vote on whether to endorse the rec-
ommendations until the January 11 meeting. Prof. Marvin said that the committee would
try to organize a non-org or other forum for discussion of the report after faculty members
had had a chance to digest it.
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5. Administrative Reports

a. Provost’s Report

Provost Green presented a written report and a set of announcements. He began his re-
marks with the good news, which Prof. Amoloza had received only that very afternoon,
that the Freeman Foundation had awarded IWU funding for next two years to continue
its Asia Internship Program. Lutze reminded faculty that the due date for applications for
those internships would be December 18.
Further reminders and requests:

• Faculty should continue to think about ways they might individually or collectively
contribute to ongoing discussion of the difficult questions about diversity, campus
climate, and social justice. Students are counting us to play a substantial role in these
conversations, both inside and outside the classroom.

• Faculty who are traveling over the break should let the Provost’s Office know how
they might be contacted in the event of an emergency.

• Final grades for the Fall semester are due at 4 p.m. on Dec. 18.

b. President’s Report

President Jensen thanked the 54 faculty members who had already responding to his call to
complete the personalized email templates for Admissions to use in recruiting students in
their areas of interest. He urged faculty who had not yet done so to submit theirs to Molly
Munson-Dryer.
He also expressed interest in compiling short videos made by impending and recent grad-
uates about their experiences at IWU; these would be made available on the University
webpage and be used in recruiting students. Faculty who have recommendations for po-
tential volunteers should pass them along either to Molly Munson-Dryer or Matt Kurz.
President Jensen reported that he would be attending a December 8 meeting of the Fed-
eration of Independent Illinois Colleges & Universities](http://www.federationedu.org/)
in Chicago to discuss the state budget situation for higher education; he reminded faculty
that we are still waiting to see whether and when and at what rate MAPP grants would be
funded for the present academic year.
He noted that he had recently attended a number of alumni groups (e.g., in Rockford and
Atlanta), and that he looked forward to having a concrete set of University initiatives and
priorities that he could bring to such events in order to seek their (financial) support. He
encouraged faculty to think over the break about their wish list of experiential learning
initiatives they might wish to undertake in the coming months.
There were no questions or comments.
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6. Old Business

There were no items of old business.

7. New Business

Prof. Theune offered a brief note of appreciation for Prof. Joerg Tiede on the occasion of
his departure at semester’s end to take a position as a staff member of the Department
of Academic Freedom, Tenure, & Governance at the national office of the AAUP. His
remarks are appended to these minutes.

8. Adjournment

A motion to adjourn was heard, seconded, and approved. The meeting was adjourned at
5:30 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Mark Criley
mcriley@iwu.edu
Faculty Secretary
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Prof.Theune’s remarks on the departure of Prof. Tiede

I would like to take a moment to recognize that it is our current Parliamentarian’s final
faculty meeting, and I would like to thank Joerg Tiede for his service in this capacity, and
a few other capacities.
Joerg has worked, as Parliamentarian this semester and in a number of previous semesters,
to make our faculty meetings efficient, effective deliberative events.
Joerg also has served as a resource for many as they planned to bring motions to the faculty
or had questions about how a particular issue jibed with the Faculty Handbook or the
University’s constitution, documents he seems to know by heart.
And, it should be said, Joerg served as such a resource not only for those with whom he
agreed on the content of their proposal but for any faculty member—Joerg has been a real
advocate of due process.
I would also add that Joerg has been an advocate for shared governance more broadly—he
has reminded us time and again of the responsibilities and the rights of university faculty.
He has been a central conduit for the conversation between governance at Illinois Wesleyan
and the policies of American Association of University Professors.
As I believe most here know, Joerg is leaving the university to work for the AAUP. It has
been our good fortune to have his expertise on our campus. I thank him for sharing it with
us during his career at Illinois Wesleyan.
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